
UpdatePushpay/ParishStaq

All sites and all waves are now active in
the implementation process.

This week marks an important milestone for
Parishioner Engagement System: All eleven waves are
now involved in some phase of active implementation!

Waves 8-11 were invited to begin their implementation
journey and received an email inviting their
representatives to attend their pre-wave informational
meeting.  If you did not receive this email, please email
Jennifer Wong.

Waves 6 and 7 received an email invitation to their pre-
wave orientation meeting, giving them specific tasks to
prepare for their wave launch this coming April.

Waves 4 and 5 submitted their data which has been
prepped by our internal data team for migration into
the system.  These waves should be actively accessing
their data within ParishStaq towards mid-to-late
February, possibly earlier.

Waves 2 and 3 continue to work within the new system
and are preparing for their giving launch.  As early
adopters, we are so grateful for their detailed vetting of
their data and processes within the system.  This wave
and the pilot wave are helping to form best practices.

Our pilots celebrated their successes and shared any
challenges at a recent check-in meeting.  Both Holy
Family (Kirkland) and the Sacred Heart (Battle
Ground)/St. Joseph the Worker (Yacolt) are so close to
completing their project plans.  We are very grateful for
all the work they have done.

February 2023

Monthly Check-In

Join us at the next

Zoom Monthly Meeting  

 

February 8 at noon
 

These are not recorded, but the slide deck and
FAQ are found at the bottom of the Training page
of the Learning & Implementation Site.

Our new format includes breakout rooms:

Main Room: PDS Data Cleaning and Pre-Wave

Breakout Room: Implementation & ParishStaq

How will Partners in the Gospel impact
the ParishStaq implementation?

Partners in the Gospel will take 3 years, through
2027, for parish families to be formed. By being fully
implemented with most ministries active within
ParishStaq, parishes can use the engagement tools
in the software to continue to organize and engage
parishioners, helping them to stay connected
through significant change, and be a channel for
ministry and mission information.

For all Waves

For more information, visit our Learning &
Implementation Site

archseattle.org/parishioner-engagement
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